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April 2023 

 

In celebration of our number one priority, our employ-

ees and their families, Cajun Deep Foundations Busi-

ness Unit held its annual Family Day with delicious 

food and snowballs. It was an opportunity to detach 

from weekly projects and spend the day axe throwing, 

rock climbing, balloon making, face painting, bounce 

housing, and video gaming. Employees were recognized for 

their efforts and received door prizes. Thanks to everyone who 

came out and enjoyed the day with us. 
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Matt Slusher– While bailing a pile to drive, employee was standing between two piles = Stopped worked, 
called crew to my cab to explain proper locations to be  while I'm tightening up pile line/cable and what 
could happen if he had stayed at that spot. 

Lee Carpenter– While lifting hammer to place on sheet pile, I noticed the choker was broken Removed 
crew from area, laid hammer down, and changed the choker. Once removed, identified it as brand new, 
and a defect from the factory. Reported to Cajun management. 

Brooks St. Cyr—Saw that the rebar cage was rigged improperly = Fixed the rigging before making the lift 
of the cage. 

Colby Quebedeaux—While stacking lowboy trailer noticed front jeep went to roll on trailer with potential 
to hit employee. Before coming down with jeep, had employee place board in front of wheels to prevent 
from rolling. 

Roosvelt Lopez—While rigging to pile, noticed shackle on pile line didn't have cotter key in it, and other 
shackle didn't have nine-wire. This could lead to shackles coming loose. Informed foreman of issue and re-
placed cotter key and nine-wire. 

Spencer Menard—Noticed crane cable/hammer line was damaged = Notified my foreman and called su-
pervisor. Then changed out cable. 
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